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Machine safety at Strukton Rail
A success story of systems and people
Strukton Rail - part of the Strukton Group - offers an extensive service
package for rail infrastructure, rail vehicles and mobility systems.
Belgian clients include Infrabel, De Lijn, TEC and MIVB, while the
company supports the design, construction, maintenance and
operation of advanced rail solutions in many other countries. Strukton
Rail turned to Vinçotte in 2015 to help guarantee the safety and quality
of its impressive machinery while simultaneously continuing to build
on its broad-based culture of safety.
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Machine safety is also a big challenge.
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Strukton Rail - Facts & figures:

Vinçotte showed a remarkable flexibility
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Useful checklists

Sustainable culture change

Philip Pierloz, Lead Safety Engineer

In addition to the administrative work,
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progression: “Apart from checking the
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associated with each type of machine.
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is now placed in a specific container or
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for the same category. For example, if
a man basket bench is mounted to a

The benefits of machine
safety
Strukton Rail is reaping the benefits
of the new approach. And this goes
beyond increased safety:
•

Reduced risk of production
outages and damage to
reputation,

•

Efficiency gains thanks to standardised safety instructions,

•

Cost savings through reduced
material damage.
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Flexible and personal cooperation

particular machine, it must comply with

Managing Director, Patrick Vanhie, is

the safety requirements of an elevating

very happy with the cooperation with

platform. In the meantime, the checklists

Vinçotte: “Strukton Rail usually operates

are almost ready and all 3,000 machines

in unusual circumstances. We often work

should be inspected by the end of 2016. “

at night and under very tight deadlines.

Mobile: +32 490 58 09 90
dgeelen@vincotte.be

About Vinçotte
With our inspection, testing, certification and training services, we offer you all the solutions
you need to guarantee safety, quality and sustainability to you and your environment and
to make sure that your investments yield. Our 2500 reputable experts work in accordance
with best practice and are determined to find the best solution for you, whatever the
circumstances. Rest assured. Vinçotte takes care of it.
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